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One.Introduct

ion 
LD3320 Chip is a"Speech Recognition"ASIC. The chip integratesTheVoice Recognition 

Processor 

And some externalCircuit comprising AD,DA Converters, microphone jack, audio output 

interface. The chip 

Does not require any externalAuxiliary chips such as Flash,RAM Etc., directly integrated 

inExisting products which can 

Voice recognition/Voice/Human-computerDialogue function. Furthermore, the identification of 

key words list is arbitrary dynamic 

Edit. This document describes how to write a program to achieve chip functions. To better 

understand the contents of this document, 

JianThe user is advised to carefully read "LD3320 Data Sheet ".Right LD3320 ChipRapid 

development and validation 

You can reference"B-LD3320 OpenFat board"And"M-LD3320 MoldBlock"(OpenFat can watch the 

development board. 

DemonstrationVideo on the development board, module and chip functions intuitively 

understand) 

Two. Register 

operations 

Various operations of the chip are necessaryBe accomplished by operation of the register. 

For example, set the flag 

Read status to FIFO Write data. RegisterRead and write operations have 4 Ways, i.e. 

parallel (Soft, 

Hard) and serial SPI The way (Soft and hard). Refer to the documentation "LD3320 Parallel 

SerialRead HELP ". 

1. Parallel 

   The first 46 Foot (MD) Received lowLevel work in this manner. 

   Write andRead timing diagram is as follows: 

P0 ~ P7 Address Data 

A0 

CSB * 

WRB * 

Figure1 Parallel writeTiming 
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P0 ~ P7 Address Data Valid 

A0 
CSB * 

WRB * 

RD * 

Figure 2ParallelRead Timing 

  ByTiming diagram can be seen,A0 Chip is responsible for notifying the data segment or 

address above.A0 Is high 

Is an address, and A0 When the data is low. Send address CSB *And WRB *RequiredTo be 

effective when writing data 

WithSample CSB *And WRB *RequiredTo be effective, but when reading data CSB *And RDB 

*RequiredTo be effective. 
2. Serial SPI The way 

The first 46 Foot (MD) Then highLevel, and the first 42 Leg (SPIS *) GroundWhen 

working in this manner. Write AndRead timing diagram is as 

follows: 

Figure3 SPI Way to writeTiming 

WriteFirst time to SDI Send a "Write"Directive (04H), AndTo SDI Send 8 Bit register 

Memory address, thenTo SDI Send 8 Bits of data. InDuring this period,SCS 

*RequiredShall be maintained in effective (low 

Level). 
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Figure4 SPI The wayRead Timing 

WriteFirst time to SDI Send a "Reading"Directive (05H), AndTo SDI Send 8 Bit 

register 

Memory address, then from SDO Accepted 8 Bits of data. InDuring this period,SCS 

*RequiredShould be kept atEffective (low 

Level). 

Three. Register 

referralShao 

Most registers are thereRead and write functions, some accept data, some set to open 

Off and shapeState. Register address space 8 Bits, the possibleValue 00H To FFH. But 

in addition to the 

The documentation referredShao register for the test or retain most of the other 

functions of the register, please User Participation 

Test usage of this document. 

First referralShao some terminology: 
ASR: SinceMoving speech recognition technology (Automatic Speech Recognition). 

FIFO:English First In First Out TheAbbreviation, is a FIFO data buffer, 

       It is with ordinary depositorsThe difference is that there is no external 

reservoirDepartmentRead address lines, so very simple to use. 

      (*) LD3320 Internal chip 2 A FIFO, DividedDo not be: 

    FIFO_EXTFIFO_DATAFIFO_DATA Master DataDeal with FIFO Buffer,ASR Or 

MP3 The main data area 

           FIFO_EXT Adding keywords with voice recognition FIFO Cache 

    MCU: This documentSpecifically refers to the external circuit board master chip, right 

LD3320 ChipControlling micro- 

       Processor. 

    DSP: This documentSpecifically refers to this chip LD3320 InternalDedicated DSP,Voice 

recognitionAndVoice broadcast 

       Put algorithm. 
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RegisterDetails are as follows: 

Serial 

number (16 Ary) 

Description 

FIFO_DATA Data port 

FIFO Interrupt EnableXu 

 The first 0 Bit: YunXu FIFO_DATA Break; 

 The first 2 Bit: YunXu FIFO_EXT Break; 

FIFO_EXT Data port 

(OnlyReading) FIFO LikeState 

 The first 3 Bit:1Said FIFO_DATA HasMan, you can not write. 

 The first 5 Bit:1Said FIFO_EXT HasMan, you can not write. 

 The remaining bits Bit: Reserved. 
Clear FIFO Content (Clear designated FIFO Write-once again 00H) 

The first 0 Bit: Writing 1→Clear FIFO_DATA 
The first 2 Bit: Writing 1→Clear FIFO_EXT 

Clock frequency settings 1 

Write 35H Right LD3320 Soft reset (Soft Reset) 

Write 48H You can activate DSP; 

Write 4CH You can make DSP Sleep overMore energy. 

Clock frequency settings 2 

Clock frequency settings 3 

ADC Switch Control 

 Write 00H ADC Unavailable 
 Write 09H Reserve Retain command word, according to the specific 

useGiven reference program 

GenerationCode to use. 

Write 0BH MikeWind input ADC Channel available 

(Chip pin MIC_P, MIC_N, MBSPin 9,10,12 ) 

Write 07H Stereo Line-in Input ADC Channel 

available 

(Chip pin LIN_L, LIN_RPin 13,14) 

 Write 23H Mono Line-in Input ADC Channel available 

(Chip pin MONOPin 11) 

Clock frequency settings 4 

ADC Dedicated control should be initialized 00H 

FIFO_DATA Lower limit 8 Bit (UpperBoundary L) 

FIFO_DATA High ceiling 8 Bit (UpperBoundary H) 
FIFO_DATA Lower limit 8 Bit (LowerBoundary L) 

FIFO_DATA Limit high 8 Bit (LowerBoundary H) 
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01 

02 

05 

06 

08 

11 

17 

19 
1B 

1C 

1D 
1E 
20 
Twenty 
one 
Twenty 
two 
Twenty 
three 
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Twenty 
four 
25 
26 
27 

29 

FIFO_DATA MCU WaterLine low 8 Bit (MCU water mark L) 

FIFO_DATA MCU WaterLine High 8 Bit (MCU water mark H) 

FIFO_DATA DSP WaterLine low 8 Bit (DSP water mark L) 

FIFO_DATA DSP WaterLine High 8 Bit (DSP water mark H) 

Interrupt EnableXu (read-write) 

  The first 2 Bit:FIFO Interrupt EnableXu,1Said YunXu;0Said do not 

allowXu. 

  The first 4 Bit: synchronous interrupt enableXu,1Said YunXu;0Said do 

not allowXu. 

InterruptRequest Number (read-write) 

  The first 4 Bit: Read value 1 SaidSpeech recognition has produced 

results; Can be cleared.MCU 

  The first 2 Bit:Read value 1 Said chip FIFO InterruptOccur.MP3 Play 

When will generate an interrupt request flag outside MCU To FIFO_DATA 

In Reload Data. 

  The first 3 Bit:Read value 1 Said the chip has beenAfter an error 

occurs. 

  It is worth noting: If reading the interrupt response time for 1NeedOn the 

core 

PieceRestart ResetBefore they canContinue to work. 

MP3 Play withSet 

  Start playingWhen writing 01H, Play complete write 00H. 

ADC Gain, or may be understood thatFor the microphone (MIC) Volume. 

  Set the test board is used when working 43H. You canSet 00H-7FH. 

  The larger value represents MIC The louder the volumeMore sensitive to 

identify start, but may lead to more 

Multi-False identification; smaller values represent MIC The smaller the 

volume, you need to closeTalk to Kai 

Dynamic recognition, benefits are distant interference voice did not 

respond. 

  Indoors under normal living conditionsEnvironment and relatively 

quiet outdoor environment, it is recommended 

Setting the value 40H-55H; The use of distance 0.5 M aboveAs well, to 

avoid the sound recorded 

IntoProduce excesses. 

  In very noisyMixed environments, such as the exhibition site, 

recommended setting value 

10H-2FH; ThisUsers mouth when needed distance MIC DistanceFor 0-50 

Cm or less. 

  SpecificSee description"Speech recognition chip LD3320 HighOrder 

Cheats.pdf " 

  StronglyYee developers within the recommended range of settings, not 

to exceed the recommended 

Settings range. 

Voice recognition control commands issued register 

Write 04H: Notification DSP To add aItem Identification sentence. 

Write 06H: Notification DSP BeginRecognize speech. 

NextBefore issuing the command, you need to check B2 Register 

likeState. 

FIFO_EXT Lower limit 8 Bit (UpperBoundary L) 

FIFO_EXT High ceiling 8 Bit (UpperBoundary H) 
FIFO_EXT Lower limit 8 Bit (LowerBoundary L) 
FIFO_EXT Limit high 8 Bit (LowerBoundary H) 

FIFO_EXT MCU WaterLine low 8 Bit (MCU water mark L) 

FIFO_EXT MCU WaterLine High 8 Bit (MCU water mark H) 

FIFO_EXT DSP WaterLine low 8 Bit (DSP water mark L) 

7 

2B 

33 

35 

37 

38 
3A 
3C 
3E 
40 
42 
44 
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46 
6F 
79 

FIFO_EXT DSP WaterLine High 8 Bit (DSP water mark H) 

When the chip is initially set 0xFF 

Clock frequency settings 5 

Left headphone volume 

  Bit7,6,0: Reserved; 

  Bit [5-1]: Volume: NumberThe smaller the value,Representative louder; 

numberThe larger the value, 

  Representative voice of the smaller; this registerSet 00H For 

maximum volume. 

  After adjustment of the register set Register 87H.Bit1 = 1Can 

makeAdjustment 

  Volume valid. 

Right headphone volume 
  Bit7,6,0: Reserved; 

  Bit [5-1]: Volume: NumberThe smaller the value, the greater the 

representative voice; greater the value, 

  Representative voice of the smaller; this registerSet 00H For 

maximum volume. 

  After adjustment of the register set Register 87H.Bit0 = 1Can 

makeAdjustment 

  Volume valid. 

Internal anti-Feeder settings 

  InitializationWhen writing 52H 

  Play MP3 When writing 5AH (ChangeVariable internal gain) 

  Among them Bit [1,0]Feedback resistor settings for mixer 

  00: 60kohm01: 45kohm 
  10: 30kohm11: 15kohm 

  Currently the programSet 30Kohm 

MoldProposed circuit control 

  MP3 Play initializationWrite FFH 

  Bit3: Speaker volumeAdjust the excitation(See 8E Register) 

  Bit1: Left headphone volumeAdjust the excitation(See 81 Register) 

  Bit0: Headphones right volumeAdjust the excitation(See 83 Register) 

MoldProposed circuit control 

  InitializationWrite 03H 

  MP3 PlayWrite FFH 

Internal Gain Control InitializationWhen writing FFH 

SpeakerOutput volume 

  Bit7,6,1,0: Reserved; 

  Bit [5-2]: Volume, total 16 Etc.Class: The smaller the value, the more 

representative voice 

  Large; numberThe larger the value, the representative sound is smaller; 

  The registerSet 00H For maximum volume. 

  After adjustment of the register set Register 87H.Bit3 = 1Can 

makeAdjustment 

  Volume valid. 

LineOut Select InitializationWhen writing 00H 

ASR:DSP BusyIdle state 

81 

83 

85 

87 

89 

8D 

8E 

8F 
B2 
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0x21 SaidBusy, busy status can be queried for the next step ASR 

Action ASR: Vad Para 

This functionTo open or close "Voice Activity Detection"Function. 

If theThis feature is turned off, which is the parameter is set to'0',Then all the 

speech data will be 

UsedImplementation of speech recognition search operations. 

If theThis feature is turned on, that is, the parameter is set to be greater 

than'0'The number ofValue, then all 

Voice data will go through a"Voice segment"Or"Static noise 

segment"TheTesting, only the voice 

Segment is used toImplementation of speech recognition search operations. 
Default: 0x12H 

0 - Turn offClosing speech segment detection, 

Number ofValue range: 1 ~ 80 - Turn onSpeech segment detection. The smaller 

the valueThe more sensitive, but easyMisuse 

Sentence; severalThe larger the value, the more insensitive, but false positives 

may be reduced. Recommends a range of values 10 ~ 40 

TheRoom. The larger the SNR is a speech environment in principle, the larger the 

bit value may be used. The adjustment 

Parameters willImpact on the recognition distance, the smaller the value, the 

more sensitive, the farther distance. 

ASR: Vad Start 

NeedsLong consecutive speech can be recognized as the true 

beginning of speech. 

Each 1 Units,10 Ms. 

Default:0x0FH, Equivalent to 150 Ms 

Number ofValue range: 8 ~ 80 (Equivalent 10 ~ 800 Ms) ASR: Vad Silence End 

InSpeech segment is detected after the speech data, and the background noise 

is detectedSound segments,Continuously detected more 

Long section of the background noise can be recognized as the true end of 

speech. 

Each 1 Units,10 Ms. 

Default:0x3CHTenHex 60, Equivalent to 600 Ms 

Number ofValue range: 20 to 200 (Equivalent 200 ~ 2000 Ms) 

ASR: Vad Voice max length 

InThe voice data to the voice segment is detected after more than the 

maximum allowable time speech recognition. 

Each 1 Units,100 Ms. 

Default:0x3CHTenHex 60, Equivalent to 6000 Ms = 6 SecondsClock 

Number ofValue range: 5 to 200 (Equivalent 500 Ms~ 20 SecondsClock) ASR:Pass Frame 

InSpeech recognition process may introduce some noise at the beginning of the 

recording, or because Mike 

Charging initialization wind caused the beginning of recording data is incorrect, 

and affect the final identification efficiency 

Fruit. 

This register representsIgnored when speech recognition front num Data 

frame. 

Each 1 Units, representing 1 Frame data,20 Ms. 

Default:0x02H,(Equivalent to ignoreThe beginning of the recording 40 Ms data) 

B3 

B4 

B5 

B6 

B7 

B8 

ASR:Length recognition time 

  The mostThe length of a long time to identify the number of seconds; 

default value is 60 Seconds. 

  In thisOver a length of time, if the voice is detected, the speech 

recognition module will 

  Gives recognition results; voices if never will return 0 Identification, 

  See BA Registers, andAn interrupt. 
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ASR: Current addedRecognition sentence string length 

(phonetic string) 

  InitializationWhen writing 00H 

  Each time you add aAfter identifying the sentence to be set 

once. 

InterruptAuxiliary information (read or set 00) 

MP3: Play interruptedWhen, 

  The first 5 Bit= 1 Said the player hadFound MP3 TheAt the 

end. 

ASR: InterruptWhen there are several speech recognition 

recognition candidates 

  Value: 1 - 4: N AIdentification of candidate 

         0 Or greater than 4: NoIdentification of candidate 

ASR:Force the end of the recognition process, in ASR Is in progress, you 

can set this register 

Ister in advanceThe end of this ASR Process; 

  Write 07H, StopRecording, but the existing sound recognition 

calculation, there may be 

The mostExcellent candidate identification, return BA = 0 - 4 

  Write 08H,Forced Stop ASR Operation, return BA = 51H. 

  These two settings will make the DSP Send interruption, as normalEnd 

Recognition 

MP3: Write 01H, The master MCU NoticeVoice chip MP3 DataEnd 

Initialize the control register 

  Write 02H; Then startMoving; for MP3 MoldBlock; 

  Write 00H; Then startMoving; for ASR MoldBlock; 

  Write 20H;Reserve Retain command word, according to the specific 

useReference is given 

Program on behalf of theCode to use. 

ASR:ASR LikeState report register 

  Read the value of 0x35, One can determineSpeech recognition process 

ends normally, 

With (0xb2) Register 0x21 Values used in conjunction. 

ASR:Word recognition Index(00H-FFH) 

ASR:Adding to identify words when writing 00 

ASR:Read ASR The results (best) 

ASR:Read ASR Results (alternate 2) 

ASR:Read ASR Results (alternate 3) 

ASR:Read ASR Results (alternate 4) 

DSP SleepSet 

  InitializationWriteInto 04H YunXu DSP Sleep. 

Internal provinceElectric mode settings 

  InitializationWhen Write 43H 

  MP3 Initialization and ASR InitializationWhen writing 4FH 

B9 

BA 

BC 

BD 

BF 

C1 
C3 
C5 
C7 
C9 
CB 

CD 

CF 
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Four.Drivers 

1.Chip reset 

IsThe first chip 47 Leg (RSTB *)Send low, then the need for chip selection CS Once 

→ pulled down operations in order to activate the internal DSP. In accordance 

with the followingOrder: 

void LD_reset () 
{ 

RSTB = 1; 
delay (1); 
RSTB = 0; 
delay (1); 
RSTB = 1; 

delay (1); 
CSB = 0; 
delay (1); 
CSB = 1; 
delay (1); 

} 

delay (1) YesFor the time-out to work more stable specific Delay See official 

website achieve 
Station provided"Reference generationCode". 

Chip initialization procedure usually begins, And if the chip is not normal reaction 

may also be 

WithThis method restores the original state of the chip. 

2.Speech 

Recognition Speech recognition is the sequence of operations: 

Speech recognition with initialization (including universal initialization) → → began to 

write to identify a list of identification, 

And quasi-Ready interrupt response function, open the interrupt enable bit. 

Here the needToExplain, if not interrupt mode, you can work through query. In"Open 

StartRecognition"Later,Read register B2H TheValue that, if 21H It means there 

isRecognition results generated. 

After thisRead candidates and other operations in the same interrupt. (1) Common initialization 

11 
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According to the following 

sequenceSet register. 

void LD_Init_Common () 

{ 

bMp3Play = 0; 

LD_ReadReg (0x06); 

LD_WriteReg (0x17, 0x35); 

delay (10); 

LD_ReadReg (0x06); 

LD_WriteReg (0x89, 0x03); 

delay (5); 

LD_WriteReg (0xCF, 0x43); 

delay (5); 

LD_WriteReg (0xCB, 0x02); 

/ * PLL setting * / 

LD_WriteReg (0x11, LD_PLL_11); 

if (nLD_Mode == LD_MODE_MP3) 

{ 

LD_WriteReg (0x1E, 0x00); 

@!!Note that the following three registers, vary with 

crystalFrequency change and set different 
@!!Pay attention,Please use the crystal frequency changes according 

to the referenceTest program CLK_IN LD_WriteReg (0x19, LD_PLL_MP3_19); 

LD_WriteReg (0x1B, LD_PLL_MP3_1B); 

LD_WriteReg (0x1D, LD_PLL_MP3_1D);} 

else 

{ 

@ 

LD_WriteReg (0x1E, 0x00); 

@!!Note that the following three registers, vary with 

crystalFrequency change and set different 
@!!Pay attention,Please use modified according to the crystal 

frequency reference program CLK_IN LD_WriteReg (0x19, LD_PLL_ASR_19); 

LD_WriteReg (0x1B, LD_PLL_ASR_1B); 

LD_WriteReg (0x1D, LD_PLL_ASR_1D); 

} 
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LD_WriteReg (0xCD, 0x04); 

LD_WriteReg (0x17, 0x4c); 

delay (5); 

LD_WriteReg (0xB9, 0x00); 

LD_WriteReg (0xCF, 0x4f); 

LD_WriteReg (0x6F, 0xFF); 

} 

(2) Speech recognition with initialization 

  According to the following sequenceSet 

register. 
void LD_Init_ASR () 

{ 

nLD_Mode = LD_MODE_ASR_RUN; 

LD_Init_Common (); 

LD_WriteReg (0xBD, 0x00); 

LD_WriteReg (0x17,0x48); 

delay (10); 

LD_WriteReg (0x3C, 0x80); 

LD_WriteReg (0x3E, 0x07); 

LD_WriteReg (0x38,0xff); 

LD_WriteReg (0x3A, 0x07); 

LD_WriteReg (0x40,0x00); 

LD_WriteReg (0x42,0x08); 

LD_WriteReg (0x44,0x00); 

LD_WriteReg (0x46,0x08); 

delay (1); 

} 

(3) WriteRecognition List 

  ListRule is that each entry corresponds to a specific identification number 

(1WordsSection), not SameIdentification number of entries can be the same, and do not be 

continuous. The chip supports up 50 

AIdentify entries each identified entry is standard Mandarin Pinyin (lower case), 

each 2 13 
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Word (Between Pinyin) with a space interval. Here is aSimple example: 

Serial 

number 1 

1 

3 

7 

8 

String 
bei jing 

shou du 

shang hai 

tian jin 

chong qing 

ID may be the same, may not be continuous, but the value is less than 256(00H 

~ FFH). Case Child in"Beijing"And"Capital"Correspond to the same number, say these two 

words have the same 

Results are returned. Simple flow chart is as follows: 

Began to 

followRing 

Wait chip emptyBusy 

Setting Number 

The characters in a string 

by 

Sequential write register 05 

The[StringLength] 

Write register B9 

To register B2 Write FF 
To register 37 Write 04 

FollowRing end? 
N 

Y 

End 
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GenerationCode is 

as follows: #define CODE_DEFAULT 

#define CODE_BEIJING 

#define CODE_SHANGHAI 

#define CODE_TIANJIN 

0 

1 

3 

7 

#define CODE_CHONGQING 8 

First referralShao a read 0xB2 Function registers, if in the future ASR Before 

the command function can notEnough Read correctly Idle LikeState, indicating that the chip may be wrong. Via pager test, 

when electricity use SourceVoltage/Current greater instabilityWaveWhen moving, a small probability this will 

happen. When this CaseIt is recommended Reset LD3320 Chips, 

restartAutomatically set the chip. 

// Return 1: success. 

uint8 LD_Check_ASRBusyFlag_b2 () 

{ 

uint8 j; 

uint8 flag = 0; 

for (j = 0; j <10; j ++) 

{ 

if (LD_ReadReg (0xb2) == 0x21) 

{ 

flag = 1; 

break; 

} 

delay (10); 

} 

return flag; 

} 

// Return 1: success. 

uint8 LD_AsrAddFixed () 

{ 

uint8 k, flag; 

uint8 nAsrAddLength; 

const char sRecog [5] [13] = {"bei jing", "shou du", 

"Shang hai", "tian jin", "chong qing"}; 
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const uint8 pCode [5] = {CODE_BEIJING, CODE_BEIJING, 

CODE_SHANGHAI, CODE_TIANJIN, CODE_CHONGQING}; 

flag = 1; 

for (k = 0; k <5; k ++) 

{ 

if (LD_Check_ASRBusyFlag_b2 () == 0) 

{ 

flag = 0; 

break; 

} 

LD_WriteReg (0xc1, pCode [k]); 

LD_WriteReg (0xc3, 0); 

LD_WriteReg (0x08, 0x04); 

Delay (1); 

LD_WriteReg (0x08, 0x00); 

Delay (1); 

for (nAsrAddLength = 0; nAsrAddLength <20; 

nAsrAddLength ++) 

{ 

if (sRecog [k] [nAsrAddLength] == 0) 

break; 

LD_WriteReg (0x5, sRecog [k] [nAsrAddLength]); 

} 

LD_WriteReg (0xb9, nAsrAddLength); 

LD_WriteReg (0xb2, 0xff); 

LD_WriteReg (0x37, 0x04); 

} 

return flag; 

} 

(4) BeginRecognition 

Set several phasesOff the register, you can control LD3320 Chip 

startSpeech recognition. 

16 
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It is worth noting: SCM program, usually use a global variable to control the 

current state(Case 
Such as:LD_ASR_RUNING LikeState or LD_ASR_FOUNDOK 

LikeState)InProgramming 
Sure to set the state on official LD3320 Chip startRecognition ago 

For example, the following routineStatement 
nAsrStatus = LD_ASR_RUNING; 

IsSet of control variables. Need to be placed in sentence statement LD3320 

StartedRecognition 
Prior toCall: 

{ . . . 

nAsrStatus = LD_ASR_RUNING; 

LD_AsrRun (); 

} 

Reference 

generationCode is as 

follows: 

// Return 1: success. 

uint8 LD_AsrRun () 

{ 

nAsrStatus = LD_ASR_RUNING; 

LD_WriteReg (0x35, MIC_VOL); 

LD_WriteReg (0x1C, 0x09); 

LD_WriteReg (0xBD, 0x20); 

LD_WriteReg (0x08,0x01); 

delay (1); 

LD_WriteReg (0x08,0x00); 

delay (1); 

if (LD_Check_ASRBusyFlag_b2 () == 0) 

{ 

return 0; 

} 

LD_WriteReg (0xB2, 0xff); 

LD_WriteReg (0x37,0x06); 

delay (5); 

17 
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LD_WriteReg (0x1C, 0x0b); 

LD_WriteReg (0x29,0x10); 

LD_WriteReg (0xBD, 0x00); 

EX0 = 1; 

return 1; 

} 

To sum up: the speech recognition process can be summarized into the 

following reference code, the user can 

ThisAs a reference, according to their reasonable use of process changes. 
uint8 RunASR () 

{ 

uint8 i = 0; 

uint8 asrflag = 0; 

for (i = 0; i <5; i ++) 

{ 

LD_Init_ASR (); 

delay (100); 

if (LD_AsrAddFixed () == 0) 

{ 

LD_reset (); 

delay (100); 

continue; 

} 

delay (10); 

if (LD_AsrRun () == 0) 

{ 

LD_reset (); 

delay (100); 

continue; 

} 

asrflag = 1; 

break; 

} 

return asrflag; 

} 

18 
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Call the above function reference 

code: File main.c 

{ 

nAsrStatus = LD_ASR_RUNING; 

if (RunASR () == 0) 

{ 

nAsrStatus = LD_ASR_ERROR; 

LED1 = 0; 

LED2 = 0; 

} 

break; 

} 

Functions main () 

case LD_ASR_NONE: 

(5) RingShould be interrupted 

  If MikeStyle set to the sound, whether to identify a normal result, will have a 

  Interrupt signal. And according to the register of the interrupt 

routineNumerical analysis. 

Read BA RegisterValue, you can know that there are several candidate 

answers, and C5 Register in the 

The answer is the highest score, most likely the correct answer. 

Such asPronounced"Shanghai"Was successfulIdentification (no other 

candidate), then BA Register 

In the number ofValue is 1, And C5 Register in theValue is the corresponding 

coding 3. The followingSimple flow 

chart: 
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The register 29 And 02 Cleared 

CheckRegister B2, 2B, 

BF Normal 

N 

N 

Register BA TheValue 

[1..4] TheInter? 

BestRecognition result register 

C5, If necessaryGet it 

HeAlternative results. 

OperationalTurn out- 

Can notIdentified. 

Results Beam 

Program on behalf of 

theCode is as follows: 

void ExtInt0Handler (void) interrupt 0 

{ 

ProcessInt0 (); 

} 

void ProcessInt0 () 

{ 

uint8 nAsrResCount = 0; 

20 
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EX0 = 0; 

ET0 = 0; 

ucRegVal = LD_ReadReg (0x2B); 

ucHighInt = LD_ReadReg (0x29); 

LD_WriteReg (0x29,0); 

ucLowInt = LD_ReadReg (0x02); 

LD_WriteReg (0x02,0); 

if (nLD_Mode == LD_MODE_ASR_RUN) 

{ 

if ((ucRegVal & 0x10) && 

LD_ReadReg (0xbf) == 0x35 && 

LD_ReadReg (0xb2) == 0x21) 

{ 

nAsrResCount = LD_ReadReg (0xba); 

if (nAsrResCount> 0 && nAsrResCount <4) 

{ 

nAsrStatus = LD_ASR_FOUNDOK; 

} 

else 

{ 

nAsrStatus = LD_ASR_FOUNDZERO; 

} 

} 

else 

{ 

nAsrStatus = LD_ASR_FOUNDZERO; 

} 

LD_WriteReg (0x2b, 0); 

LD_WriteReg (0x1C, 0); 

ET0 = 1; 

return; 

} 

} 
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uint8 LD_GetResult () 

{ 

return LD_ReadReg (0xc5); 

} 

Notably: Get a recognition result 

LD_ReadReg (0xba); How many candidatesSelected from the recognition 

result, the value of 1-4 Note that there is a positive 
CorrectIdentification 

result. 
4A candidateElection results read: According to 0xba DecisionRead 

several recognition results. LD_ReadReg (0xc5); 
LD_ReadReg (0xc7); 
LD_ReadReg (0xc9); 
LD_ReadReg (0xcb); 

In the present Demo Program, only theRead the optimal candidate. In other 

occasions, such as 
If desiredRead the other candidate, users can own 

programming. 

3.Sound Playback 

Play sound operationSequence is: 

MP3 Play with initialization(Including General initialization)→Adjust the 

playback volume → start playing sound, 

And quasi-Ready interrupt response function, open the interrupt enable bit. 

(1) Common initialization 

   AndLike voice recognition part, by the specified sequence setting register. (2) Sound playback with initialization 

  Please refer to the source code setting 

register. void LD_Init_MP3 () 

{ 

nLD_Mode = LD_MODE_MP3; 

LD_Init_Common (); 

LD_WriteReg (0xBD, 0x02); 

LD_WriteReg (0x17, 0x48); 

delay (10); 
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LD_WriteReg (0x85,0x52); 

LD_WriteReg (0x8F, 0x00); 

LD_WriteReg (0x81,0x00); 

LD_WriteReg (0x83,0x00); 

LD_WriteReg (0x8E, 0xff); 

LD_WriteReg (0x8D, 0xff); 

delay (1); 

LD_WriteReg (0x87,0xff); 

LD_WriteReg (0x89,0xff); 

delay (1); 

LD_WriteReg (0x22,0x00); 

LD_WriteReg (0x23,0x00); 

LD_WriteReg (0x20,0xef); 

LD_WriteReg (0x21,0x07); 

LD_WriteReg (0x24, 0x77); 

LD_WriteReg (0x25,0x03); 

LD_WriteReg (0x26, 0xbb); 

LD_WriteReg (0x27,0x01); 

} 

(3) Adjust the playback volume 

  Here you need to modify register 8E. 

  Volume pointsFor 16 Level, with 4Bit twoHexadecimal representation, the 

range is 0-15. 

  When setting the volume, the(15-VolumeValue)Set to register 8E The first 

2-5 Bit. 7 

High 

6 5 4 3 2 1 0 

Low 

Source codeCode is as 

follows: void LD_AdjustMIX2SPVolume (uint8 val) 

{ 

uint8 ucTmp; 

ucSPVol = val; 

val = ((15-val) & 0x0f) << 2; 

LD_WriteReg (0x8E, val | 0xc3); 

} 

This function only adjust speaker (Speaker) Volume, and headphone and otherOutput 

irrelevant. And breadboard Only speakerConnected to the 

output. 
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Headphone volume also canAdjustable using the register 81(Left ear volume) and 83(Ear 

level). 
2Registers are only the first 1-5 Bit effective, total 32 Level, and this 5Bits 

areFor 0(00000B) TheWhen is the loudest, are 1(11111B) OfWhen the volume to a 

minimum. 

7 

High 

6 5 4 3 2 1 0 

Low 

(4) Start playing sound 

 Start playback position is cleared (CustomPredefined Variables Mp3Pos = 0) 

 Register 1B The first 3BitSet 1(Bitwise or 0x08) 

 FollowRing execution: 

  while([Playback conditions]= True) 
      { 

        Sequence MP3 Data into the register 01 (Each time a wordFestival); 

        Mp3Pos Increase 1 
      } 

  [Playback conditions]For the following conditions are true, you have not met out of the 

loop: 

   Read register 06The first 3 Bit= 0 

   Mp3Pos <MP3 FileThe total length. 

        InExperimental board,MP3 The serial data Flash LiRead out. (Based on SPI 

Agreement. ) 

 
 

Modify BA ,17 And other registers. (See source 

codeCode) 

Open interrupt enableXu. For example,EX0 = 1. 

Start playbackSimple flow chart is as 

follows: 
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Mp3Pos = 0 

Register 1B Operation 

N 

Satisfy the conditions [Play] ? 

Y 

To register 01 Add 1WordsFestival 

Mp3Pos Increase 1 

Register 

operations 

Open interrupt 

enableXu 

End 

Source codeCode is as 

follows: 
void LD_play () 

{ 

nMp3Pos = 0; 

bMp3Play = 1; 
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if (nMp3Pos> = nMp3Size) 

return; 

LD_ReloadMp3Data (); 

LD_WriteReg (0xBA, 0x00); 

LD_WriteReg (0x17, 0x48); 

LD_WriteReg (0x33, 0x01); 

LD_WriteReg (0x29, 0x04); 

LD_WriteReg (0x02, 0x01); 

LD_WriteReg (0x85, 0x5A); 

EX0 = 1; 

} 

void LD_ReloadMp3Data () 

{ 

uint32 nCurMp3Pos; 

uint8 val; 

uint8 k; 

nCurMp3Pos = nMp3StartPos + nMp3Pos; 

FLASH_CS = 1; 

FLASH_CLK = 0; 

FLASH_CS = 0; 

IO_Send_Byte (W25P_FastReadData); 

address bytes * / 

IO_Send_Byte (((nCurMp3Pos & 0xFFFF) >> 8)); 

IO_Send_Byte (nCurMp3Pos & 0xFF); 

IO_Send_Byte (0xFF); 

ucStatus = LD_ReadReg (0x06); 

/ * Read command * / 

IO_Send_Byte (((nCurMp3Pos & 0xFFFFFF) >> 16)); / * send 3 
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while (! (ucStatus & MASK_FIFO_STATUS_AFULL) && 

(NMp3Pos <nMp3Size)) 

{ 

val = 0; 

for (k = 0; k <8; k ++) 

{ 

FLASH_CLK = 0; 

val << = 1; 

FLASH_CLK = 1; 

val | = FLASH_DO; 

} 

LD_WriteReg (0x01, val); 

nMp3Pos ++; 

ucStatus = LD_ReadReg (0x06); 

} 

FLASH_CS = 1; 

FLASH_CLK = 0; 

} 

LD_ReloadMp3Data() Function is sent to the data, different 

hardwareStructure 
May need to be rewrittenThis section. For example, some systems may use a 

large capacity RAM, Take a few It will be very convenient.Here is based on the serial FLASH DepositInterface 

functions written in the reservoir, the use of Is SPI Agreement. 

(5) Interrupt responseShould. 

  You can start playing the first part of the sound data into the chip, until the 

chips to playThis section 

  After the CouncilAn interrupt request. And there will continue to interrupt function 

into the data until FIFO_DATA 

  LoadingFull or voice data over. This is a program and start playing more similar, is 

through 

LD_ReloadMp3Data ()Function into the data. 

Since LD3320 Only one pin chipResponsible for the interrupt request output, so that an 

interrupt is used under normal circumstances RingShould function processing 2Kind of interruption.Here the sake of 

simplicity, the interrupt function separate writing. 

InterruptHandler, the playback sound part of the flow 

chart is as follows: 
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Register 02,29 After clearing the 

backup 

PlayEnd? 
Y 

Register operations 2) 

Satisfy the conditions 

[length]? 

Y 
Register operations 3) 

N 

Satisfy the conditions [Play] ? 

Y 

To register 01 Add 1WordsFestival 

Restore registers 02,29 

Mp3Pos Increase 1 

End 

It should be noted that the register operation 2) And register operations 3) 

And will not resume register 02 

And 29 Content. BecausePlay has ended for this time should be allowed 02,29 

Cleared. 

The data re-After the load end (reaching conditions to continue playing), the need 

to restore register 02,29. 

In order toContinue the interruption of continuous playback. Source codeCode is: 

void ExtInt0Handler (void) interrupt 0 
{ 
  ProcessInt0 (); 
} 

void ProcessInt0 () 
{ 

uint8 nAsrResCount = 0; 
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EX0 = 0; 

ET0 = 0; 
ucRegVal = LD_ReadReg (0x2B); 
ucHighInt = LD_ReadReg (0x29); 
ucLowInt = LD_ReadReg (0x02); 
LD_WriteReg (0x29,0); 
LD_WriteReg (0x02,0); 
if (nLD_Mode == LD_MODE_MP3) 
{ 
  if (LD_ReadReg (0xBA) & CAUSE_MP3_SONG_END) 
  { 

LD_WriteReg (0x2B, 0); 
LD_WriteReg (0xBA, 0x00); 
LD_WriteReg (0xBC, 0x00); 
bMp3Play = 0; 
LD_WriteReg (0x08,0x01); 

 LD_WriteReg (0x08,0x00); 
 LD_WriteReg (0x33,0x00); 
 return; 
} 

 if (nMp3Pos> = nMp3Size) 
{ 
   LD_WriteReg (0xBC, 0x01); 
   LD_WriteReg (0x29, 0x10); 
EX0 = 1; 
   return; 
} 

LD_ReloadMp3Data (); 

LD_WriteReg (0x29, ucHighInt); 
LD_WriteReg (0x02, ucLowInt); 
EX0 = 1; 

} 

} 
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Five.Supplement 

Feature of this chip is bothVoice recognition and MP3 Two playItem Function, But 

becauseThese two functions 

 Able to use some commonResources, in order to stably operate the chip, when the function of 

switching, 

 RequiredTo be from the most"Common initialization"Begin,Setting a series of chips. 
When the chipLong time no response, it may be unreasonable application voltage or 

power 

 /Current is relatively large fluctuations. Then you should use the chip reset function (for 

chips RTSB * 

 Sending a low level), the chip back to work. 
Access to the demo board chip oscillatorFrequency is 22.1184. If you 

useHouseholds use other frequency oscillator, 

 Please modify the corresponding parameter in the procedure described in the reference 

code. 
AccessoriesThere is a simple demo code information based on beta (Keil51 Project), 

you canSpeech Recognition 

 And sound playback ofSwitch between, so people say a machine to answer one. But 

because LD3320 Core 

 Tablets only provide an interrupt source,Then interrupt function must also take into 

account the voice recognition and voice playback, use 

 Households must pay attention to the development of good control processes. For 

example, to use some reasonable control flag. 

AttachmentsSimple code, the control logic is repeated start ASR Speech recognition 

process. You can put this 

 Logic called"FollowCentral Identification". 
If it is outside the touch each receivedHair, such as user button once, only to start 

again ASR Voice recognition 

Do not process. After obtaining the results (or identification no result), no cycle start 

ASR Recognition process, 

But need to touch the outside world once again providedHair, only then start again 

ASR Speech recognition process, you can put 

Kind of logic is called"TouchIssued 

identification". 
WithUsers can according to the actual application environment of their 

products, to adopt a different logic. 
GenerallySaid trigger recognition suitable for relatively high recognition accuracy 

occasions. After the external trigger, the product can 

 Play beep or other means to prompt useHouseholds to be identified say within the next 

few seconds 

 Yung,This guide the user within a predetermined period of time to identify the content just 

say, to ensure a relatively high 

 TheRecognition rate. 

And throughCentral identify more suitable for the recognition accuracy is not high 

occasions, in the course of the cycle to identify the user's 

OtherVoices or other sounds outside world, are likely to be identified mistakenly 

identify the wrong engine 

ResultsAs a result, the needControl logic products are treated accordingly. 30 
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 According toThe existing settings, each speech recognition is to set a time limit after 

the start of 1 PointsBell. In this period 
The inter-chip receives sound, regardless of recognition is successful, will send an 

interrupt signal. If the 

1PointsBell still has not received the sound will send an interrupt, BA Register 

numberValue is 0, And 

SaidIdentification failure. Changes B8 Register can be changedChange the length. 
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AttachedC

ontents A 

Beta circuit schematics 

Accessories (LD3320 Schematic Beta.pdf), There are allCircuit, where only draw core 3 

A chipConnection relationship. 

This circuit,MCU The P0 Port 8 RootLine and LD3320 ParallelConnection lines are 

respectively connected to control 

Pick. In additionIs also connected to the reset signal and the interrupt signal. Right 

LD3320 ToSaid reset signal (RSTB *) 

By MCU Issued and the interrupt signal from the LD3320 Issued,MCU Responsible for 

receiving. 

2011.10.13. 
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